
4t� an� 5t� Grad� Inclemen� Weathe� Choic� Boar�
Directions:  Choose two, to complete each day we are out for inclement weather.  Do not do the same activities as the day before.

Go Outside And

Play!

On a piece of

paper, list five

adjectives (describing

words) to tell what it

feels like outside.

📚 Find a cozy spot at

home and read for 30

minutes. Log and describe

what you read on a sheet

of paper.  Be sure to write

the title, author, how long

you read, and one or two

sentences about the book.

Read this poem by Robert Frost and

write at least three sentences to

describe what you think the poem is

about.

Dust of Snow

The way a crow

Shook down on me

The dust of snow

From a hemlock tree

Has given my heart

A change of mood

And saved some part

Of a day I had rued.

⛷Create three snowy

day story/word problems.

Use a different operation

( multiplication, division,

addition, subtraction) for

each problem. Solve.

❄Let's Practice Sequencing❄

Write down each step to

building a snowman☃
Remember you must

describe each step!

❄Snow Sentences❄

✍Write four complete

sentences about snow or a

snow day. Remember to use

specific nouns, vivid verbs,

and descriptive adjectives.



❄Write a poem

about snow with at

least 5 lines.

🙏 Write a letter to an

adult in your life to tell

them how grateful you

are to have them in

your life.

Helping Others

Find a way to be helpful at

home. Write down what you

did to be helpful and how it

made you feel.

Sequencing
Write about your day, telling the

order of activities.  Use

sequencing words.

● First

● Second

● Third

● Last

● Finally

● After that

● Before

● Then

Watch A Movie

Snuggle up on the couch and

watch a movie.  Write a

summary!  Remember to only tell

the important parts.  You should

be able to summarize the movie

in three complete sentences.

Comic Strip

Create a comic strip.  Your

comic strip must have…

-four or more comic frames

-talking bubbles, words

-pictures

-color




